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	Maximizing the performance of Unix systems is a challenge that requires a specialized understanding of operating system behavior, knowledge of the design and tuning capabilities of the applications that run on the system, and an intimate acquaintance with system and application performance measuring tools that assist in tuning. Operating system behavior changes as improvements are made for scalability and significant new features are added. New hardware designs offer the potential for improved performance when the operating system and application takes advantage of the new designs. The behavior of applications can change not only with new versions of the application itself, but also with new versions of the underlying operating system.


	Although application design and tuning is crucial to getting the best possible performance, the number of applications and application vendors are so numerous that it is impractical to discuss specific application tuning in detail. Therefore, this book focuses on Hewlett-Packard's HP-UX Operating System and the HP 9000 and Integrity Systems on which it runs. This edition adds significant content on networking, Java, new hardware designs, especially Itanium Processor Family (IPF) designs, and HP-UX 11i-specific performance issues. The authors are most familiar with HP-UX, and therefore, the specific operating system architecture and tuning suggestions presented in this book apply directly to HP-UX. The authors also have experience working with a variety of applications and provide guidance on tuning based on their knowledge of how applications and the system interact.
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Excel 2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems (Excel for Statistics)Springer, 2016

	This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially...
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Peachtree for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Handle the financial parts of your business like a pro    

    Set up Peachtree to do what you need, and even have a backup plan    

    If you have a business, you have financial management needs. With Peachtreeand this book, you can manage inventory, bill customers and collect money, pay...
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman RepublicOxford University Press, 2019

	Marcus Porcius Cato ("the Younger") is most famous for being Julius Caesar's nemesis. His sustained antagonism was in large part responsible for pushing the Romans towards civil war. Yet Cato never wanted war even though he used the threat of violence against Caesar. This strategic gamble misfired as Caesar, instead of...
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Dependability of Self-Optimizing Mechatronic Systems (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2014

	Intelligent technical systems, which combine mechanical, electrical and software engineering with methods from control engineering and advanced mathematics, go far beyond the state of the art in mechatronics and open up fascinating perspectives. Among these systems are so-called self-optimizing systems, which are able to adapt their behavior...
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Life Coaching For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Become a life coach-for yourself and others-with this practical, informative guide


	If you're interested in doing away with negative beliefs, making a significant change in your life, and, finally, create-and live-the life you want, life coaching is the key. In this practical introduction, you will learn the empowering...
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Ft Guide to Business Start Up 2009 (Financial Times Series)Financial Times Management, 2008

	'A must for any small business owner' Federation of Small Businesses Starting your own business can be a daunting task. The Financial Times Guide to Business Start Up is a comprehensive and trusted guide that will cover every important aspect of your business start up. It offers essential guidance on everything from developing your...
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